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Riggs Shield on the Streets


Riggs Shield is the fastest deploying ballistic shield because this patented, non-lethal shield
mounts to the inside of your patrol car door. At $299, it is the best self-defense you can buy. It
can save your life.
We're happy to document our top 5 recent success stories where using the Riggs
Shield prevented injuries to law enforcement officers.


Top 5 Success Stories
1. Officer investigated call of juveniles drinking behind a business was able to block glass
beer bottles thrown at him with the Riggs Shield. He was then able to subdue the suspects with
a Taser and avoided injury to himself - and smelling like beer.
2. During a traffic stop, a suspect jumped out of vehicle and tried to tackle the officer
who used the Riggs Shield to subdue and cuff the suspect. Officer was unharmed.
3. Suspect under the influence of "spice" was running naked and screaming in a shopping
center. Three officers responded and used the Riggs Shield and Tasers to subdue and cuff the
suspect. The officers were unharmed.
4. Suspect attempted to grab female officer's gun and disarm her. She blocked the
suspect with the Riggs Shield and stunned him without injury to herself.
5. Deputy responded to alarm call and found 2 juvenile suspects who attempted to overpower
the officer. Using the Riggs Shield and an asp, the deputy subdued both suspects until backup
arrived. The officer was unharmed.



Training Spotlight


Riggs Shield Defensive Technique
Shield Grab 2
1. Officer pins suspect's right hand to the
shield with right hand. Steps back to 9 o'clock
with right leg.
2. Keep right hand pinned to shield until
suspect is going to the ground.
3. Push suspect over to ground and stun.
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Visit www.PoliceBallisticShield.com for more information or call 813-748-1473.


